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topic? rhiever
Two come immediately to mind, and both were during the early part of graduate school, when I was really learning the depths of data.
I got a class assignment to look at a dataset from a study that was published in a prominent scientific journal. The prof just told us to analyze the set that week, write up what we found, and then compare it to the results of the article. Basically, the data didn't support the conclusions even remotely. Up until then, I always thought of data and statistics as this really hard and concrete thing. Facts. I realized it was much more open for interpretation and based on experience. I think that feeds into how I approach visualization.
The second. So like I said, my dissertation was personal data collection. The quantified self and stuff like that. I found that I pee way more often than I thought and poo much less often that I thought. DATA.
What is your favorite statistical anomaly? rhiever

My son.
Hey Nathan, What would be your go to starting point for someone looking to break out of their standard bar / pie chart visualisation into something more complex?
I work with lots of data in my job (digital marketing / web analysis) and have been looking to do more visualisation work. Currently I'm mainly creating charts and graphs using pages and excel, but I've always wanted to move into more diverse and complex methods of displaying data. So far I've dabbled in a little bit of d3 but am far from competent in js. Thanks! Volny Find work you like (there's a ton of great stuff out there), and do your best to mimic it. It will suck at first but you will improve quickly. Do this for the mechanics, and you eventually will develop your own style.
Naturally, I was in the same situation years ago. I only made charts in R for analytical reports, and they looked and read that way. It was just default stuff. Then I interned for the New York Times graphics desk. I had to learn their style quickly and pick up software I hadn't used before, all on a deadline. Don't overwhelm yourself with super advanced stuff right away though. You have to work up to it, so if you're working with D3.js, learn the basics-the mechanics-and work your way up. Nathan, thanks for doing this AMA! As a new(ish) dad myself, I've always been impressed by how much you manage to do. Running FlowingData while finishing your PhD, writing books, and publishing journal articles is a lot on its own -but to do so while balancing family life is super impressive.
What advice would you have for others -especially graduate students -in being so productive? It seems academia is especially challenging in regards to a healthy work-life balance.
Geographist
The books, PhD, and all my academic work was finished before my son was born :). I was finishing up my dissertation and second book when we found out the little guy was on the way. I kicked everything up to full gear to get those things done before my life started to revolved around someone else's schedule.
These days, it's all about getting work done when I can. If there's downtime, like when my son's taking a nap, I work. I also have three guaranteed full work days per week when he's in daycare. So efficiency I guess is key. When I work, I work. When I'm with my family, I try to keep the phone and computer away.
I don't get to bike, brew, or play with LEGOs nearly as much, but now I find value in other things.
What's your opinion on Edward Tufte? starfish_warrior Ha. It's been an evolution.
Like almost everyone these days, I got the Tufte books in the beginnings of learning about visualization. I treated them like sacred texts or something. Then I got to NYT, and it was like, okay, that reading wasn't all that useful for practical purposes.
So it always make me chuckle when I see people quote his books like I did in the early stages. it's a dead giveaway for where you're at in the visualization development program.
I don't Tufte personally, and I've never been to a workshop, but I'd say his books are great as introductory text. Mainly his first one. Just gotta make sure to keep going after that. Make things.
Hey Nathan! I just wanted to say thank you for creating your.flowingdata! I use it literally daily ever since I stumbled across it some four and a half years ago. I'm (mis)using it as an online 'diary' for my morning workout routine and it helped me develop discipline because I always enjoyed having my workout sessions visualized -it gave me a sense of achievement. Basically, I am fit thanks to you! So again thank you very much! the_exiled_one Awesome. You're using it exactly as I intended it to be (for myself).
Most personal data collection is about improving the self in some way, getting actionable results and insights, etc. I'm more interested in how it ties into the everyday like a diary. That's pretty much what I said in the opening chapter of my dissertation. Get through all that, and you should be good. Practice after that.
Is there any data that's especially difficult for you to convey meaningfully? Do you only deal with clean data, as in absent of confounding variables? zod_bitches Uncertainty. People ask me how to include standard error and confidence intervals a lot, and I still don't have a great answer for them. One problem is that we often try to tack on uncertainty to an existing visualization type, but it ends up confusing and cluttering up the place.
The main problem, though, I think comes from the other side. Most people don't get the concept of uncertainty or distributions, so we have to do extra leg work to help others understand the concept before they can even see it.
what is the best data visualization you have encountered so far?
Helium002
Tough question. I pick my favorites every year, and ranking those is even a challenge, which is why last year I resorted to just putting up an amorphous blob collection of greatness instead of ranking.
Just wanted to say thanks. Flowing Data has been in my RSS feed forever and I love it.
HotKarl_Marx nice. so nice. thanks for reading.
You like to use R as a visualization tool. Practically speaking, how much potential does it have for everyday users of Excel/PowerPoint/Office? When should one be used over the other? spilled_fishguts In the words of Amanda Cox, there's nothing special about R really, other than it is the greatest language in the world.
Getting into R from the click-and-point arena of analysis can be tough, I think. But the jump is worth it for a lot of people, especially those looking to move up in the analysis working world. It seems to be a more common job requirement.
More important though, people should develop analysis skills. Learn how to really analyze data, outside of hypothesis tests, bell curves, and robot-computed standard errors.
After that, use the software you want. If you know it well enough, you make it do what you want.
HI, I'M NATHAN YAU FROM FLOWINGDATA, AND I HELP PEOPLE UNDERSTAND DATA THROUGH VISUALIZATION. ASK ME ANYTHING. : REDDIT How much money do you make with your blog? How much with consulting or specific work? yardightsure I won't go into specifics but I make enough to justify not getting a "real job." I do very little consulting these days, mainly because it typically requires that I travel away from home.
I'd have to do the math, but the breakdown is maybe 45% sponsorship, 45% membership, and the rest from random things. There's also that paper by Heer and Robertson about animated transitions.
Outside of your books
That said, I still think we can say a lot with static graphics and words.
What do you think the best way is to introduce students(young and college+) into making visualizations outside of excel? Would you introdfuce them to R first? or whatever else. sarahbotts Yeah. It seems clear that R is going to be around for a while, so it'll be useful in the long-run. I guess it's not used a ton, but it gets used more than it should because it looks neat. It's sometimes useful with maps, and good for interaction though. 
From your educational and professional experience, what innovation do you think is required in statistics? What questions are unanswered in this field? What one way do you think this field can be different than it is currently?
Whoa thats too many questions. It'll be awesome if you can answer any of them! bwwaahhaahaa 1. Um, yes? Wait, no, I take it back. It'll be the statistics that make that happen. Statistics. Then visualization understanding.
2. I majored in electrical engineering and computer science, so the programming experience was kind of there. The weird thing is that I left CS to get away from programming but now I do it all the time (and it's fun). For current grad students, learn to read documentation. It will take you places.
3. Subset the heck out of it.
4. Hm, innovation? In some ways I'm an outsider looking in, but it always feels like stat is falling behind in tech. Not understanding how to use computers quite well enough.
Andrew Gelman has frequently commented on "bad" visualizations that would include many of the types of things frequently found on this sub. Basically, his argument is that many of these are good in the sense that they make people think about numbers they may have previously ignored, but can be bad for many technical reasons. I think there's truth to his argument that much of the appeal of these visuals is the "puzzle" effect--the satisfaction of deciphering them.
What kind of questions do you ask yourself about a visual to strike a balance between technical precision and visual appeal? all_your_bayes
Gelman and I seem to disagree on many things. He's written a few papers on it.
My main thing is that for you, the maker, to understand that data as deeply and as detailed as you can. That interestingness comes across in the visualization. You get access to a four-week course on visualization in R with FlowingData membership. I heard it's pretty awesome. https://flowingdata.com/membership/ Hi Nathan. I've been interested in learning R and data visualization for a while, but finding time is difficult. I plan to ask my boss soon for dedicated hours to teach myself R (or maybe Stata). I work in the health research field on a project that will start receiving data soon. We have a statistician who will do his job, but I don't think he will 'make it pretty' so to speak.
How can I convince my boss to let me dedicate hours (and pay, your books may be bought!) for my training?
Thanks! kylecajones It'll more than pay for itself once you've learned R. Your work will be better, faster, bigger, and make your boss look good.
What is your view on the "data is" vs. "data are" usage debate (i.e. whether "data" should be treated as singular or plural)? Do you think this debate will settle down anytime soon? meltingintoice Semantics. It doesn't change the analysis or visualization. I love that your site isn't covered in ads, yet you are able to do it full time. I take it the membership route has been successful? How else did you try to monetize before ending up with that business model?
Thanks!! SaltwaterShane I was a grad student with a meager research assistant salary for the first half of FlowingData's life, so that was sort of a supplement. Honestly, I had a hard time picturing FlowingData as any more than a side project until several years in.
Hi, Nathan. Fan of your projects.
Question: what tools do you use for building your blog, statistical inferences, and data viz?
Thanks Neocruiser
WordPress for the blog, R for static graphics and analysis, D3.js for interactive web stuff.
Do you have siblings?
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